showed that DA neurons start to respond to a predictive stimulus rather than to the primary reward itself in a task where the reward always follows the stimulus (Ljungberg Hiroyuki Nakahara, (Equation 1, below) . The strength of TD learning lies in the way the TD error is Midbrain dopamine (DA) neurons are thought to enused, i.e., the backward propagation of the TD error code reward prediction error. Reward prediction can over the sequence of events. Owing to this characterisbe improved if any relevant context is taken into actic, once learning is established, a system can learn count. We found that monkey DA neurons can encode optimal decisions (even ones in earlier events) to obtain a context-dependent prediction error. In the first nonreward that may come after a number of events. DA contextual task, a light stimulus was randomly folresponses mentioned above appear to represent this lowed by reward, with a fixed equal probability. 
. DA neurons are considered to receive reward information (r ) and the local nature of TD learning (Equation 2), the value function V(s ) is modified more toward interpreting that the outputs of the value function. For DA neurons to emit TD error (e.g., at time t ), outputs of the value function visual cue indicates no reward. With this lowered reward expectation, a reward delivery in the next trial is more at two consecutive times (e.g., t and t ϩ 1) should be subtracted from each other (with the multiplication of "surprising;" it signifies a higher positive reward prediction error. Consequently, DA neurons give a stronger the discount factor; ␥V(sЈ) Ϫ V(s ) or equivalently ␥V(s tϩ1 ) Ϫ V(s t )). This operation is indicated by d/dt in excitatory response (i.e., DA responses to reward for the larger PRN in Figure 1D ). On the other hand, the the figure (Schultz et al., 1997) . With reward information (r ), DA response (TD error) is given by TD ϭ r ϩ absence of reward is less surprising when no reward trials are repeated, signifying a lower negative reward ␥V(sЈ) Ϫ V(s ). Caudate (CD) neurons receive sensory information (s ) expectation error. Consequently, DA neurons give a weaker inhibitory response (i.e., responses to nonrethrough the projection of sensory-related cortical areas and are supposed to emit the output of the value funcward for the larger PRN in Figure 1D ). The story is opposite if reward trials are repeated: the value function V(s ) tion (Houk et al., 1995). It is known that GABAergic CD neurons project to the substantia nigra and connect to is modified more toward interpreting that the visual cue indicates reward. With this heightened reward expecta-DA neurons directly and indirectly (Parent and Hazrati, 1994) . The direct and indirect pathways are considered tion, the delivery of reward signifies a lower positive prediction error so that DA neurons give a lower excitto realize the operation of ␥V(sЈ) Ϫ V(s ) (Houk et al., 1995). Although their exact relations to TD learning is atory response (i.e., responses to reward for PRN ϭ 1 in Figure 1D ). On the other hand, the absence of reward still under debate (Dayan, 2002; Doya, 2002), we take the hypothesized scheme of Figure 1C as a basis for signifies a higher negative prediction error, so that DA neurons give a stronger inhibitory response (i.e., reour simulations. When running the simulation of the noncontextual task sponses to nonreward for PRN in Figure 1D ).
Before moving to the simulation to examine the above with TD model, we used a discrete time and each trial consisted of two states, where one state started with block, the DA neuron changed its activity completely but still followed the same principle: an excitatory rethe cue appearance, transiting to the next state with reward delivery (or nondelivery) (Experimental Procesponse to the reward-indicating cue and an inhibitory response to the nonreward-indicating cue (an example dures). The simulated TD error ( Figure 1D ) followed the same pattern as DA neurons (Figure 1B) , i.e., the positive with raster is shown in Figure 3A ). This differentiated response was true for almost all DA neurons (by t test, slope. In order to plot Figure 1D , we had to determine the two free parameters of the model, namely the discount p Ͻ 0.05, 31/32 in monkey G; 16/16 in monkey H, which are from "the late stage;" see below; Kawagoe et al., factor ␥ and the learning constant ␣. As an exhaustive search of using the minimal square loss, we chose the 2003). The TD model can approximately explain the response best values that gave the maximal correlation between the TD errors and DA responses over different PRNs pattern. Since the reward was given with 25% probability on average, the reward prediction before the cue (Experimental Procedures). The chosen values were ␣ ϭ 0.3 and ␥ ϭ 0.9. We emphasize that the tendency for a presentation would be 25% on average. If the cue indicates reward (100% reward), then the reward prediction positive slope was observed across the almost entire parameter range.
error is ϩ75%, while if the cue indicates no reward (0% reward), the reward prediction error is Ϫ25%. DA neuTo summarize, the characteristics of DA neuronal responses in the noncontextual task matched the characrons showed no response to reward itself except for the first couple of trials in a block of the experiment. This teristics of the TD model. The positive slope of DA response dependency on PRN ( Figure 1B ) is in accord is probably because the presence or absence of reward had already been indicated by the cue, and as a result with the local nature of TD learning. This phenomenon could have been inferred from the TD hypothesis, but there was no reward prediction error at the time of reward delivery. Moreover, the monkeys did not know has never been shown as an experimental result.
which direction was rewarded at the beginning of the block.
Dopamine Response in Contextual Task:
However, the DA neuronal responses were different Postreward Number Effect Is Reversed between the noncontextual and contextual tasks when In the noncontextual task, the reward probability was we considered the history of reward delivery (PRN efalways 50% in each trial. However, the reward probabilfect). In monkeys with sufficient experience of the task ity may be different if a relevant context is taken into (late stage of learning), the PRN effect showed a statistiaccount in a more general setting. One example of such cally significant negative slope. This was true for both a context is the sequential order of preceding trial types; monkey G ( Figure 3C ) and monkey H ( Figure 3D ) in both this factor was implemented in the task below (therefore reward-indicating (red line) and nonreward-indicating called contextual task). cues (blue) (F test, p Ͻ 0.01). The results were opposite The contextual task was basically a memory-guided to the positive slopes obtained in the noncontextual saccade task with four possible target positions, but task. Interestingly, there was no clear PRN effect when reward was given for a correct saccade to only one of one monkey (G) was examined when he was less experithese positions (Figure 2A ; Kawagoe et al., 1998 Figure 3B ; Y. Takivisual cue stimulus indicated not only the saccade goal kawa et al., 1999, Soc. Neurosci., abstract). These rebut also whether a reward could be obtained after the sults suggest that DA neurons acquired the PRN effect upcoming saccade. Within a block of 60 trials, one out with a negative slope through experience. of four directions was associated with reward, while the The early-stage data were collected after the monkey other three directions were not rewarded. No indication (G) had already experienced 60 blocks but before 300 was given as to which direction was presently rewarded, blocks, roughly corresponding to 2-6 weeks' experiexcept for the actual reward. For each DA neuron, the ence. The late stage refers to the data collected after task was performed in at least four blocks with four the monkey (G) experienced around 600 blocks, roughly different reward directions ( Figure 2B ). corresponding to more than 5 months' experience (ExWe used a pseudorandom schedule to choose target perimental Procedures). Note that this early stage does direction in each trial: within each subblock of four trials, not represent the first encounters with the task, when each of all four directions was chosen randomly but only the monkey might not have fully acquired the task proceonce ( Figure 3E) . The start or end of each subblock dure. When we compared the error rate between two was not indicated to the monkey. This schedule let the stages, they were not so different (0.084 and 0.081; Exreward probability be 25% and at the same time induced perimental Procedures), showing that the monkeys a specific structure of the reward probability in relation could perform the task well even in this early stage. to the preceding trials. For example, a rewarded trial always came if and after there were six consecutive unrewarded trials, because the number of six trials was Probability of Reward Conditional to Postreward Number and Dopamine Response the maximal number of consecutive unrewarded trials within two consecutive subblocks ( Figure 3E ).
One critical difference between the two tasks lies in the probabilistic structure over the trials. In the noncontex- Figure 2B illustrates a typical example of DA neuronal activity. In the block when the right-up (RU) direction tual task, the probability of a reward trial was always the same (50%), regardless of what happened in the was rewarded, the DA neuron responded to the RU cue with a phasic excitation, whereas its activity decreased preceding trials. In contrast, in the contextual task, the probability of a reward trial was 25% but varied in relain response to the other cues that indicated no reward. When the reward direction was changed in another tion to the preceding trials. This is induced by the pseu- dorandom schedule for target selection mentioned reward expectation error and hence DA neurons showed stronger excitatory responses ( Figures 3C and 3D) . On above. Mathematically, this type of probability is called conditional probability. While there can be various types the other hand, a nonreward-indicating cue at PRN 1 signifies a lower negative reward expectation and hence of conditional probability, the relevant type here is the probability of reward conditional to PRN, i.e., Pr[re-DA neurons showed weaker inhibitory responses (Figures 3C and 3D ). In contrast, the conditional reward ward|PRN]. In the contextual task, this conditional probability of reward changed in relation to the number of probability becomes higher as the current trial is preceded by more no-reward trials (higher PRN in Figure  PRN , whereas the probability of reward was the same as Pr[reward] ϭ 0.25. In Figure 4B For the results in the noncontextual task, we discussed the local nature of TD learning, so that it is natural the highest (1.0) if six preceding trials were not rewarded (PRN: 7). The actual probabilities during recording of to expect that similar effects also exists in DA responses in the contextual task. Our intuitive explanation above, DA neurons (dashed line in Figure 4B ) closely matched the theoretical probabilities (solid line). Therefore, in the however, is given by ignoring this effect. Below, we quantify the above intuition by simulations of TD model. contextual task, the conditional probability Pr[reward|PRN] should give a better prediction of an upcomWe previously showed that the saccade velocity in the contextual task exhibits the PRN dependency (Takiing reward than the probability Pr[reward], which remains at 0.25 in any trial. kawa et al., 2002b). As PRN increases, the saccade velocity for unrewarded trials increased and the percent-DA neurons appeared to use the conditional probability in responding to the cue. Consider a trial following a age of error trials for unrewarded trials decreased. The PRN dependency was unclear for rewarded trials, most rewarded trial, where the trial has the lowest conditional reward probability (PRN ϭ 1 in Figure 4B) . A rewardlikely due to ceiling and flooring effects. These results may be interpreted as if the monkeys knew the condiindicating cue in this trial then signifies a higher positive tional probability of reward: given a higher PRN, the more accurate. However, we think that this is unlikely, because it was extremely difficult to keep track of the monkeys are more willing to perform the current trial with a higher reward expectation for the next trial. boundary between subblocks in this task: the start or end of each subblock was not indicated to the monkey, It was possible, at least in theory, that the monkeys could predict reward more accurately than by knowing and furthermore, the first trial of an experimental block could start at any element of a subblock (Experimental only PRN. Consider trial #1 in Figure 3E , which is rewarded. If the monkey understands the pseudorandom Procedures). Nonetheless, we examined whether DA response or saccade velocity could differentiate, deschedule and knows that it is the first trial in a subblock, the monkey can predict that the reward probability is pending on the position of the current trial in a subblock. Results indicated that neither DA response nor saccade zero in the next three trials. Thus, knowing the position of the current trial in a subblock makes reward prediction velocity differentiated, implying that the monkeys could In Figure 4D is shown the simulation results using the the probability of reward, not the conditional probability.
contextual TD model. Here, the TD error shows the PRN This is true even when values for the discount factor ␥ effect with a negative slope for both rewarded and nonand the learning constant ␣ are examined by an exhausrewarded trials. The results were very similar to what tive search. This pattern, however, was clearly dissimilar we observed as DA neuronal responses in the contextual to the DA neuronal response when the monkey was task (Figures 3C and 3D) . In contrast, the simulation highly experienced in this task (Figures 3C and 3D) .
using the conventional TD model ( Figure 4C ) was unsuitWe thus revised the TD model by implementing the able since it produced positive slopes. memory of PRN ( Figure 4A ) and call it the contextual In the result of Figure 4D , we allowed the contextual TD model (H. Itoh et al., 2002, Soc. Neurosci., abstract).
TD model to make an error in counting the number of In the contextual TD model, the value function V(s, c ) is preceding unrewarded trials (i.e., PRN), which we call now a function of the current sensory input s and the the counting error, and set its probability at 40%. We context c, i.e., PRN. The TD error of the contextual TD emphasize that the wide range of counting errors model is then given by (roughly 0%-60%) leads to the same qualitative result (Experimental Procedures; see Supplemental Figure S1 TD ϭ ␥V(sЈ, c ) ϩ r Ϫ V(s, c ), Notably, as the counting error further increases, the The only difference between the conventional and slope of the TD-PRN curve changes from negative to contextual TD models is that the contextual TD model positive. This observation leads us to one interesting speculation: the dependency of DA response on PRN has the context input c (with "counting errors;" see be- We simulated two types of reinforcement learning models based (rewarded trial), or only the tone was delivered (nonrewarded trial).
on temporal difference (TD) learning, using actor-critic architecture If the saccade was incorrect, no tone was presented and the same (Sutton and Barto, 1998). In TD learning, the "critic" provides the trial was repeated. The next trial started after an intertrial interval estimated reward values in each "state," which is an input to the of 3.5-4 s. critic, while the "actor" provides the estimated optimal action in In Figure 3 , we show the data from the early and late stages that each state. The critic estimates the expected reward value of a express the degree to which the monkey was experienced with this state, taking into account rewards obtained in the future with a task. Description of the early and late stage was given in the main discount factor. Let us denote the function of the critic by V(x t ), text (for the monkey G). Data of the monkey (H) in the late stage is called the value function. We used x t to represent a state at time t. collected after the monkey (H) had had more than one and a half Below, we sometimes drop the subscript t when no confusion is years of experience with the task, which corresponded to well over expected (we dropped it in the main text). A state x is different 600 blocks. All neurons recorded in the corresponding stage were between the conventional and contextual TD models. The convenused to show population data (Figures 3 and 5) .
tional TD model uses only the current sensory input s as input and The error rate is computed as (number of error trials)/(number of thus has x ϭ s. In contrast, the contextual TD model takes as input successful trials ϩ number of error trials), where error trials includes both the current sensory input s and the context input c, which is both "fixation break" error trials, which occur when the monkeys the PRN, and thus has x ϭ (s, c ). break fixation too early, and "incorrect saccade" error trials, which
The value function is defined by occur when the monkeys make saccade toward a wrong direction. ϩ ␣ ϫ TD ϫ x tj , equally often in a block; the probability of a rewarded trial "Rϩ" was 0.25 and the probability of an unrewarded trial "RϪ" was 0.75.
where ␣ is the learning constant small enough to prevent a perturbation. The actor is implemented by using a softmax function and This pseudorandom schedule introduced a specific probabilistic
